CHANGE IN THE CHARACTER OF NOBLES
their warlike origin, their distinguishing mark was the privilege
of not paying the royal taille. Those of them who were still fight-
ing-men had become professional soldiers in the service of some
prince or else roamed the world in quest of adventures.
As early as the fourteenth century a new kind of noble had begun
to grow up, as the result of a process contrary to the tradition by
which none but the sons of nobles were admitted into the nobility.
The king began to create nobles by granting to enriched bour-
geois either a patent of nobility (lettre de noblesse), or else high office
conferring nobility upon the holder. These ennobled commoners
(anoblis) had all the privileges of nobles by birth; they might pos-
sess a nobleman's fief or receive knighthood and were exempt from
the taille.
The customs of chivalry were no longer observed except at the
court of princes, where they took the form of festivities regulated
by a minute ceremonial. There were still combats with the lance,
tournaments between two bands of knights, or jousts between
two adversaries, but they were softened by the conventions of
courtly manners and gallantry. Combats were waged with
'courtly arms' (armes courtoises) - that is, blunted and harmless
weapons - and the victors were crowned by the ladies. It was
a prince, Rene, Count of Provence, who caused a set of engravings
to be made at the end of the fifteenth century establishing a de-
finitive form for these festivities. This was the form in which the
usages of chivalry survived in literary tradition and were redis-
covered by the Romantics in the nineteenth century. Hunting,
the habitual occupation of the nobles, was also reduced to an
art, known as venery, the rules of which were established in a
treatise by a prince, Gaston of Foix. It was practised at that time
in different forms, hawking and hunting with a pack of hounds
or else with a spaniel trained to spring the game, and was to
remain the favourite sport of the French nobility up to the
nineteenth century.
The great mass of French gentlemen continued to live in the
country, in the chdteaux and manor-houses. But the greatest lords
spent only part of the year there, having also their kdtel (mansion)
in the town, a large and luxurious dwelling-house with costly
furniture, services of silver-plate, and tapestries. The families of
the rich bourgeois who had been ennobled began to buy country

